
1. Our main character, Vera, starts off the book having lost her love for Christmas. Have you

ever felt this way about Christmas, another holiday, or a tradition you used to enjoy? Have you

rediscovered your original love for it? How?

2. Fiona Albright, Vera’s neighbor from across the hall, doesn’t hesitate to knock on Vera’s door

when she needs help. Have you ever gone to a neighbor for help, or vice versa? What

happened? How are you a good neighbor to those who live around you?

3. Vera is a quilter. Do you enjoy quilting or another craft? If so, share more about it. What’s

something that you’re proud of making? If you’re not a crafter, what sort of hobby are you

interested in trying someday?

4. Vera knows a patchwork quilt won’t be the answer to the Albright family’s problems, so why

does she go to the trouble of putting together a group to make the quilt by Christmas? What

does the quilt stand for?

5. The women Vera pulls together in the quilting group are all quite different from each other.

Who do you identify with most and why?

6. Vera might seem like an average person on the outside, but when you look deeper, you see

she’s so much more. What qualities does she have that helped her make a positive difference

in her community?

7. Mrs. Albright tells Vera that she’s an angel of mercy, and Vera says, “I suppose everyone

gets a chance to be an angel from time to time.” Have you ever been an angel to someone or

have you been touched by an angel? Share your experience. How might you be an angel to

someone this holiday season?
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(Spoiler alert—these questions assume you’ve already read the book)


